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ABSTRACT
Computer literacy in higher education and its

relationship to computer science and other areas of the institution,
such as general and continuing education, are considered, along with
issues related to academic and administrative aspects of computer
literacy. The ;mpact of microcomputers is assessed, as is the extent
to which computer science and literacy are increasing in other
countries. It is suggested that given the continuing success of
computer literacy at the elementary and secondary levels, computer
literacy in higher education could, in time, acquire the status of a
basic skill. Curricular concerns include the advantages and
disadvantages of computer assisted instruction (CAI), the
relationship of microcomputers to CAI, and who should be computer
literate. According to the literature, computer literacy is intended
for everyone,-and the literacy level that is effective at one
institution may be inappropriate at another, although common
characteristics are indicated. Important administrative
considerations are the issues of facilities planning, the acquisition
of computer literate faculty and staff, and the cost of providing
literacy to students, faculty, and administrators. In brief, the
relationships among goals of students, faculty, and staff members and
the relationship of these goals to resource support are determining
factors in the planning, development, and implementation of computer
literacy programs. Issues and problems of national scope that require
national strategies for their resolution include: networks, national
databases, federal support of computer education, national
cooperation and coordination, and international competition. The
state-of-the-art in computer literacy practices and research is
reviewed, and a bibliography is appended. (SW)
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Foreword

One of the major new themes in higher education is the expansion of
computer science and its application in practically e% cry field of endeavor.
Understanding and knowing how to use a computercomputer literacy
has become a fact of life for millions of students entering institutions of
higher education. Because of the increasing level of sophistication that
students now bring to higher education, because cf the ay ailability of com-
puters at both the elementary and secondary ley zls, and because of the
necessity to integrate the use of computers in all disciplines, it is now
imperative that the faculty, especially the older faculty, become more
informed in the use of computers.

This Research Report by Francis E. Masat, associate professor of
mathematics and computer sc;ence and special assistant to the president at
Glassboro State College, examines the issue of computer literay. The report
is organized around fiy e areas: computer literacy in higher education and its
relationship to computer science, the use of computers in education, includ-
ing the impact of microcomputers; academic considerations such as curric-
ulum, general and continuing education, instruction, compute' assisted
instruction, and staffing issues; administrative concerns such as the plan-
ning, costs, and development issues associated with computer literacy, and
national issues such as netwos ks, data bases, privacy and security, and the
role of the federal Jovernment in computer literacy.

This literature review is designed to help faculty and administrators
identify the constraints to the deY elopment of computer literacy pi ogi ams
and devise steps to eliminate these constraints.

Jonathan D. Fife
Director
W$C1.1. Clearinghouse on Higher Education
The George Washington University
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Overview

Computt, technology and literacy are two of our nation's most important
resources. With about half the labor force holding information- and compu-
ter-related jobs and earning more than half the tabor income, information
has become our major national commodity. Moreover, our society has
become irreversibly dependent on computers, parti.:u:ar:y in the areas of
business, energy, space exploration, research, and national security. Our
ability to use computer technology thus contributes significantly to our
nation's present and future intellectual and economic strengths. For col-
leges and unix ersities, computer literacy is increasingly needed for research
and development, for efficient and effecth e management, and for the use of
sophisticated technological equipment.

National associations and professional societies have been studying and
promoting computer literacy for many years. But ono recently, with the
impetus provided by inexpensive microcomputers, has computer literacy
begun to appear on many college and university campuses. Academe is
focusing increased attention on computer literacy what it is and who it
affects Since most computer-related education is now occurring at precol-
lege line's, a review of the status, issues, and trends in computer literacy
relative to higher education is appropriate and timely.

The impact of the unpredicted surge of computer use in elementary and
secondary education is only just beginning to be felt by higher education.
With computer use now found at all educational levels and in a growing
umber of actiY ities, the resulting expansion of information and data is

nearly too lar,Ie to comprehend. Although curriculum appears to be the
major issue, many other complex issues are involy ed. staffing, resources,
ethics, security, management, and the structure and nature of learning and
teaching with computers. New policies and flexible proc,:dures are needed if
higher education is to meet the staffing and resource problems created by
the national demand for computer personnel. And with the demand
expected to continue well into the 1990s, institutions of higher educational c
eager to capture as much of the student market as they can, it is a matter of
survival for many schools

What does computer literacy mean lot higher education? What are
institutions doing in response to computer technology? This monograph
synthesizes the results of previous studies and integrates new material
gathered through the spring of 1981. It analyzes materials from literature
searches, major papers from the 1980 and 1981 National Cc minute! Confer-
ences and from the newly established National Educational Computing
Conferences, and from unpublished sources. Included are eyemplary
results and trends that offer background and perspectiy e on how a campus
may respond to the issues involved.

Local ar.d national issues usually oY erlap. Often, within a state or region
there are set, ere disparities in access to computers and computer literacy.
When these are translated into economic and educational achantages, local
issues take on nation.,! impact. Cony ersely, the national concecns of defense,
telecommunications, and regulation affect local networks, data bases, and
the creation and use of software. Where possible national issues are separ-



ated from those being adds essed on local campuses. Similar h, distmetions
are made bet%% cen computer use and user and bet%%een computer assisted
instruction (CAI) as curriculum and as instruction.

This monograph is do stied into se% en chapters Chapters 2. and 3 center
on computer literae% In higher education and its relationship to computer
sesenee and other areas of the at. adem%. such general and eontinumg
education Among the questions considered are. What is computer literae%?
What are the implications of precollege computer education: Where %%III
computer literac% be used? What is the eurneular place of computer Nei
ao? The impact of microcomputers is assessed, as is the extent to %%hieh
computer science and lite-ae% are increasing in other countries. The find-
ings indicate that mkt oeomput,:r use and the demand for computer literae%
%% Ill continue to increase. The findings also provide perspeeti% e on the
per% asi% eness of both computer literae% and use. National y. computer
liter ae% ss a societal requirement that is not being met b% main institutions.
Gi% en the continuing success of computes literae% at the elementar% and
seeondal % le% els, computer literacy in higher education could, in time,
acquire the status of a basic skill.

Chapters 4 and 5 re% io% the issues and considerations attached to the
academic and administrame aspects of computer literae%. Curricular con-
cerns discussed include the ad% antages and disad% antages of CAI, the rela-
tionship of microcomputers to CAI, and %%ho should be computer Nei ate.
The lit 2rature at this point is consistent. Computer literac% is intended for
e% cry one, further supporting the earlier notion that computer 'stelae% is
either a part of general education or a bask skill. Moreo% er, the lites-ae% le% el
that is f teen% e at one institution ma% be inappropriate at another, although
common characteristics are indicated. Whether e omputer literae% is ts eated
a a no% curricular or academic area, as a basic skill or competenc%, or as
part of general education, is not as important as the fact that an inereasing
number of students are entering college %kith a smattering of computer
serene e and a demand for mot e Although higher education must respond to
the computing needs of its eonstitueneses, man% inst.t utions as % et do not
ha% e the commitment, faeult%, or r esourees needed to do so. In fact, institu-
tions that ha% c not entered the computer age ma% be too far behind the
trend to survive.

Foremost among he administrati% e considerations are the issues of
faellith:s planning, the ,acquisition of computer literate fan tilt% and staff, and
the cost of pros 'ding literacy to students, lac ult%, and adininisti atm:,
Faeult% and staff reallocations are being based on no% r esponsibilities and
tasks. And net or k, o.r microcomputers are eausing eomputel center func-
tions to be r estr trews ed. In brief, the rvlationships among the goals of
students, fae ult%, and staff members and the relationship of these goals to

esour i.esuppor t ctr e does mining factor s in the planning, de% elopment, and
implementation of computer literacy programs.

Chapter 6 f oc uses on issues and problems of national scope that requn e
national strategies for their resolution net orks, national data bases, fed-
eral support, national cooperation and coordination, and international
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competition The literature indicates that, nationalk and internationally,
industry and business' ill continue to mop e ahead of education in Lompu-
ter use and d.n elopment. This monograph discusses such questions as.

Will training and continuing education pro\ ided by industry and
business supplant that of higher education?

Is intervention necessar% in those states where little or no computer
literacy is evolving?

Who has national responsibility for computer literacy?
What societal impact will literacy have?

Until the fedqral go% ernment is ready to support either early or Lollege-lo el
computer education, higher education associations and professional soLle-
ties must continue to bear this responsibility.

Chapter 7 completes this monograph w ith a summary of the findings, an
ass%ssment of the state-of-the-art in computer literary practices and
research, and conclusions on those policy and 'value questions that will
remain as computer literacy continues to evolve. No one is yet able to
predict with any certainty the effects or cxtent of computer literary, much
more research remains to be done. With robots, home Lomputers, and an
emerging cable tele% ision and ideodisL industry, the e% olution of Lomputer
literacy is constant; new applications and implications emerge almost daily.
All this suggests that computer literacy arid the use of Lomputers is leading
us into the unknown.Clearly,this suggestion is replete with existLnual and
societal o% ertones, in part because, although Lomputers are benign, those
who control them ma not be. Thus, a concluding theme of later sections of
this work is that computer literacy will became increasingly necessary for
effective participation in a free society.

Computer Literacy 3



Computer Literacy: Some Perspectives

Computer literacy is not defined in our dictionaries, rt it has an immense
and far-reaching influence on nearly every facet of our lives. Generally
defined as understanding a computer and being able to use one, computer
literacy continues to evolve as educators and lay persons alike struggle to
sort out what computer literacy includes and what includes computer
literacy.

Nationally, the discussion continues over what it means to be computer
literate. According to various authors (Johnson et al. 1980; Klassen et al.
1980; and others) computer literacy:

imparts knowledge about handling information
dispels fears and myths associated with computers
develops skills in using and programming a computer
develops procedural learning
addresses the ethical and societal issues raised by computing

At its root computer literacy requires a commitment to learning about and
with computers. Most important it requires learning the art and science of
putting your thoughts to work by using a computer. In a fundamental sense,
computer lite racy ranks with the three R's ,a importance to Western society.

At the abstract level, computer literacy presents few problems. It is an
honorable goal with few negative connotations. It is seen as providing a
basis for improving national productivity and the well-being of all citt
zees. It is one of the cornerstones of a society built on technology. It ts,
according to some, necessary for survivaL Like motherhood and apple
pie, it is difficult, perhaps even un-American to oppose computer literacy
(Klassen 1981, p. 66).

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education published a report in
1972 entitled The Thurth Revolution. This title comcs from Eric Ashby 's
observation that there hate been four great educational resolutions. The
first occurred sr hen the education of the young shifted from parents and
home to teachers and the school. The second rer (Autism occurred sr hen the
written %surd As as adopted as a tool, and the third happened sr hen printing
sr as ins, ented. The fourth resolution, sr hich concerns us most, vas created
by electronics, in particular, the der elopment of radio, tele% ision, and com-
puters. Many in education iesr the computer as the imperatis e of the fourth
revolution (Molnar 1973).

Computer Literacy in Higher Education
Se% eral assucbtiuns and Lummissiuns have studied the use of Lumputers in
higher education. The President's Science Ads isory Committee concluded
that if educational computing is to find a useful place in colleges and
unir ersities, course material in the carious disciplines %rill need substantial
recision (National Science Foundation and Department of Education 1980).

4 Computer Literacy 11



This statement s% as i eiterated by the Carnegie Commission un Higher Edu-
cation, the Commission un Instructional Teehnu lug), and others. Man)
reasons hatt. been cited fur using computers in higher education, foremost
among them. the iaditidualiiatiun of instruction, a means for educational
reform, emphasis un anal) sis, and more quality, material at ailable to more
people (International Federation for Information Processing 1974, pp. 8-9).
Expressed in broader terms, these are the issues of computer assisted
inst rut. tion (CAI), management informations *stems (MIS) and then u.,e in
higher education, faeult) and student resear...11, and the distribution of
computer software.

The emerging issues of prit ac) and see urit) cast a shaduts os er all these
(Hussain 1978. Logsdon X 980). Such concerns, }lotto, er, du not detract from
the fait that the introduction of computer literacy courses for students,
fat. ult.., and administi aturs alike is justified by the contributions eumputers
hate made and are capable of making to education (Leepson 1981, Worth)
1977) "A fairly rudimentary understanding of data banks, programming,
and information retries al systems gill make it far less likel) that educated
men and tt omen tt ill, in the future, be LA et -at% ed and Lott ed intu inte owll
submission b) mere printouts" (Sat% hill 1980, p. 14). Moreusei, e,need to
understand computers and their uses dues nut stun ith stu ents, (acuity,
ur administrators. At a seminar for boards of trwtees sponsored by the
Association of Community College Trustees and the SamDiego Community
College District, the following key conclusions were developed:

The most important task is determining what rule computing pres-
entit is playing and xt hat the projected needs for the future are. .

Trustees must recognizj the LA erall importance of an efficient com-
puting resource to the success of the institution.

Trustees must be knot% ledgeable enough about eumputers to ensui c
that the institution receit es a proper return un et er) eumputing dollai
invested.

In response to the griming numbers of jobs calling fen the ability to tt (irk
ts ith computers, secondar) se houls are produeing students ts hu understand
computers and their applications (Taylor 1981). This do elopment has
lung iange implications fur postsei undar) institutions. Adults at c et ui rung
to the campus to take computer courses ur to learn about recent ...tit allies
in computers and computer appli,ations. Alt huugh more colleges and urn
ersities al e requiring computer-related ur computer literacy courses, the

majority, of higher education classes du nut ) et reflect the tremendous
opportunities pro% ided by computer technology. Thousands of cute' mg
students hate used computers throughout their educational careers, and
fur these:students, the computer is not a tool to be put aside ts hen they enter
college. Rather , it represents the capability, to make rapid computations and
to reason, recall, and amend and the opportunity to explore and create.

Rapid change is occurring as more educators are asking not whether
computers ts ill enter classrooms, lecture ;calls, and labs, but rather.

12 Computer Literacy 5



At what rate will microcomputers enter the classroom?
How can decision-makers select the most appropriate systems?
What is the best way to train teachers to use CAP
How do we (or should we) build on the informal contact students may

have with microcomputer systems?
What evaluation methods are required to assess the effectiveness of

computers in the classroom? (Braun and Aiken 1980, p. 16).

One primary function of computer literacy is to dispel the fears and
misapprehensio s that have accompanied the growth of compiler knowl-
edge. A major n .sconception is that computers are a part of mathematics.
Although mathei, atical skill is certainly useful to someone making exten-
sive or programmatic use of a computer, mathematicians are not the only
ones who use computers. They are being used more and more in such areas
as music, television, education, business, government, art, history, literature,
remediation, and biology. Art and music students are using computers as
creatively as mathematics -students, perhaps more so (Van Loan 1980). In
fact, mathematical research has not been affected significantly by the com-
puter Although the computer has allowed mathematicians to make compu-
tationsthat previously would have taken them years, it has not created new
mathematical theories.

Some students and faculty will be frightened when they first confront a
computer system. The need to feel competent and to avoid mistakes per-
meates all other considerations. Learning by doing, how ever, is of primary
importance in Laming to use a computer. Although an individual's emo-
tions may get in the way of learning, the computer's will not. Even the
youngest users quickly realize that computers do not get angry when a
mistake is made.

Computer Science and Literacy
A computer literate person is somewhat akin to a computer scientist: A
compute! scientist usually is involved in creating and developing compu-
ters, software, and applications; a computer literate person usually is a user
of computer technology or of applications of computer technology. How-
ever, being one does not automatically qualify an individual for the other.
For example, some computer scientists do not know the first thing about
telecommunications, business applications, managemZ'nt information sys-
tems, or many of the newer uses of microcomputers.

By convention, the term "computer science" serves as shorthand for
"computer science :,,nd data processing." Although "computer science" is
the accepted term at the university level (with "information science" used
occasionally), both "computer science" and "data processing" are used at
the four-year college level and "data processing" is used more commonly at
the community college level (Ralston 1981, p. 9).

Many computer science departments have begun to provide computer-
related education for non-computer science majors (Hunder 1980, p. 5).
Also, in some instances, introductory computer science courses arc tailored

6 Computer Literacy
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to meet the needs of varying disciplines or major fields. Such courses
provide t least some degree of computer literacy.

Much of the demand for computer literate graduates presently is being
met by computer science graduates. We can extrapolate estimates of the
need for computer literate graduates by inspecting the demand for compu-
ter science graduates. Based on sources such as the yearly reports on the
supply and demand of Ph.D's in computer science compiled by Orrin Taul-
bee of the University of Pittsburgh and Sam Conte of Purdue University
(Conte and Taulbee 1976-1980), the manpower data compiled periodically
by Information Systems Consultants (Hamblen 1973,1975, and 1978), and
projections by state departments of labor statistics, some estimates can be
made. For example, it is estimated that in 1980 there were 12 jobs available
for every bachelor's degree graduate in computer science and 34 positions
for every Ph.D. in computer science. Clearly, the demand far exceeds the
supply (Magarrell 1981b, p. 3). And, according to Anthony Ralston of the
State University of New York at Buffalo:

The yearly defirit caused by the failure of colleges and universities in the
United States to produce as many graduates at all levels as there are lobs
assures that the demand for graduates will remain strong for years after
the explosive growth of the computing industry itself has leveled off
(Ralston 1981, p. 9).

Computer Literacy as a National Resource
The inexpensiveness of microcomputers and their popularity with con-
sumers has significant!) hjghtened national areness of computing.
Computer literacy has become as much a societal issue as an academic one
(Logsdon 1980; Houser 1977). Moreover, as computers are developed that
conduct dialogues with people on whatever level of computer literacy they
possess, the term "computer literacy" is becoming .. relative one. Clearly,
computers, both as tool and as medium, offer alternatives th it can signifi-
cantly affect the availability, quality, and level of education. At the same
time, it should be understood that there will continue to be individuals who
have neither the desire nor the need to be computer literate.

The May 1978 The Mathematics Teacher published a position statement
on "Computers in the Classroom" prepared by the Instructional Affairs
Committee and approved by the board of %%rectors of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics:

. . . an essential outcome of contemporary education is computer literacy.
Every student should have first-hand experiences with both the capabili-
ties and the limitations of computers through contemporary apphcatiuns.
Although the study of computers is intrinsically valuable, educators
should also develop an awareness of the advantages of computers both in
interdisciplinary problem solving and as an instructional aid

The preceding statement illustrates two major points. First, computer liter-
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acy is not the sole province of mathematics, or of business for that matter,
and second, it is very easy to drift off into enumerating "shoulds" when
discussing computer literacy. There are, however, certain areas of compu-
ter literacy that are pertinent to all educated persons:

the societal impact of computers
the applications of computers
an understanding of and experience with computing techniques and

the concept of a stored program, process, or procedure
the rudiments of data storage and the abuses to which computers can

be put

Not that these items correspond to the aspects of "know ledge about" and
"skill with" computers. Moreover, three critical issues affect these four
areas: the depth or level of literacy programs, the effectiveness of instruc-
tional programs, and the disparity of access to literacy programs and com-
puters. These issues may remain unresolved for a number of years.
Although a few states, most notably Minnesota (Rawitsch 1981), ha% e show n
that these issues can be overcome by state policies gin erning the implemen-
iaion of computer literacy, the majority of the nation's elemental y and
secondary students are receiving superficial computer training or none at
all.

The problem is being perpetuated because/here is at present no nationally
based computer education curriculum that spans elem.:ntary school
through college, or, for that matter, one that spans kindergarten through
high school. Computer literacy curriculum is still in its infancy. With the
rapid growth of computer technology and software, the amount of learning
necessary to remain current increases yearly; de% elopment is exceeding the
rate at which students and society presently are learning. However, those
schools with computer education curricula are producing citizens who de
facto will be more adaptable and employable than those' ith no computer
education.

As the United States increasingly bc:omes an information-oriented
society, a computer literate populace is as important as energy and raw
materials. The nation's capital is currently as much scientific knowledge,
computer science in particular, as it is natural resources (Molnar 1979,
Magarrell 1981d). In 1979 Andrew Molnar noted that:

There Ls a national need to luster computer literacy. . . A nation concerned
still; its social needs and economic growth cannot be indifferent to the
problems of literacy. If we are to reap the benefits of science-driven
industries, we must develop a computer literate society (1979, p. 283).

Without some form of computer literacy, many people will be left out of
present and future joo markets. These people, who are often higher educa-
tion students, in turn will be left out of future social, government, and
leadership roles. According to John Sawhill:

8 Computer Literacy 15
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The ability of our graduates to make vital social and business decisions/
will be seriously impaired tf they do not understand the possibilities anil
limitations of this new technology. Worse, they will find themselves n
the clutches of "experts,' too intimidated to dispute the wisdom of he
machine (1980, p. 14).

With the growing riumber of computer users, the following findings illus-
trate the magnitude and complexity of the emerging educational issueis and
problems. Although stated as general needs, they make clear the inplica-
tions for computer educationespecially the need for students to become
computer literate before they get to college.

/
There are shortages of trained computer professionals at all degree

levels. I

The current shortage of trained computer professionals at all degree
levels is expected to persist beyond 1990. I

.iMinorities, women, and the physically handicapped continue to be
underrepresented in the profession. I

There is an immediate problem of providing for the acquisition, reten-
tion, and maintenance of high-quality faculty to teach: computer
literacy and computer science courses.

The high cost of maintaining existing equipment and of replacing
obsolete machines is a severe problem for many university faculty.

Decreasing interest is being shown in science and mathematics
courses in U.S. secondary schools, in marked contrast to the trend in
many European and Asian countries.

There is a notable absence of coordination among the components of
computer education and computer scien,,, particularly between the
secondary and college levels.

Other studies (Ralston 1981, Hamblen 1979; National ScienCe Foundation
and Department of Education 1980) indicate that computer instruction,
computers, and information sers, ices w ill proliferate v ell into the late 1980s
and early 1990s.

r

/
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The Growing Use of Computers in Education

As early as 1967, 46 percent of the Gross National Product was produced by
information industries, and neorly half the labor force held information-
related jobs. By 1975, professional and technical persons composed the
second largest of eight occupational div isiuns, exceeded only by semiskilled
workers (Molnar 1979, p. 277).

Computers are now found in General Motors automobiles, in hospital
diagnostic equipment, in airport control towers, and in word processors.
They are being used to write movies, diagnose athletic styles, generate
music and poetry, control stage lighting, and catalogue and simulate prac-
tically anything.

Recent advances in computers include:

office machines that identify misspelled words in six languages
advanced dictating machines that act on instructions from a telephone

anywhere in the world
computers that edit and analyze the writing quality of technical

manuscripts
computer software that simulates operations for medical students

and courtroom situations for law-students
computer voice synthesizers that translate languages or read books

aloud

The largest single user of computers in the United States is the federal
government, which has 10,000 computers and spends approximately $10
billion a y ear on equipment and personnel (Molnar 1979, p. 281). Computers
and computer literacy have become indispensable to government, particu-
larly in defense and research.

Today, the National Center for Education Statistics estimates that there
are more than 50,000 computers being used in educational computing. The
state of Minnesota, for example, uses more than 4,000 microcomputers and
on-line terminals for instructional applications (Rawitsch 1981, p. 454).

Computer simulation has been one of the most useful and productive
active ities in education (Roth 1976). More fundamentally, computers pros ide
an appealing and effective e means for educationally disadv antaged students
and adults to obtain the basic skills (Mason and Blanchard 1979; Taylor
1981). According to Robert Taylor (1981, p. 8), through the use of a text
editor, "the student internalizes the concept of writing as an extended
process and escapes from the misleading and unproductive eNim of 1, titing
as the generation of a single draft."

Computer Uses in Higher Education
Characteristically, computer activity in higher education falls into three
main types (Schouest and Thomas 1978). data processing, as defined by the
need to store and retrieve large and often complex amounts of data, scien-
tific analysis, and software utilization, as defined by needs in social science,
administration, the humanities, and educational technology.

There are four major groups of ,cotoputer users in higher education:
, administrative, research, instructional, and student.
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Administrative uses. Computer use is growing most rapidly in administra-
tive areas. As Robert Gillespie has noted:

The most rapidly increasing use of computers in higher education is in
administrative applications. Recent studies by Dr. John Hamblen.show
that funding for admin:Istrative computing jumped from 34 percent of
'tal computer allocations in 1969/70 to 45 percent in 1976/77; thus the
percentages for instruction and research have declined (1981, p. 174).

Administrative usage is increasing because of new demands for com-
prehensive student data: financial, demographic, and academic data on
every studentfrom preapplicants through graduate and continuing edu-
cation, both full-time and part-time. Typically, admissions, financial aid,
registrar, advising, counseling, accounting, veterans' office, housing, and
planning and research are increasing their demands on the campus comput-
ing facilities (McLaughlin, Montgomery, and Mahan 1978; Stamen 1979;
Klein, Thomas, and Netter 1979; Wetherbe and Dock 1978; Wise 107

A fess exemplary uses are found in registration and record-keeping
applications. Central Washington Unis ersity, for example, uses 20 computer
terminals to schedulZ.1.10,000 students us er two days, with a registration rate
of six students per minute. Students do not interact with the terminals,
rather, a secretary or terminal operator, with as little as 15 minutes of
training, handles the data entry and results. The total one-time cost of the
complete system paid for itself in less than three years (Clark 1978, pp.
468-70). Other institutions are adopting similar operations.

Computers also are being used by admissions offices, not only for loiter
writing, awards, record-keeping, and screening, but also for recruiting.
Colleges are increasingly advertising the use and availability of computers
on their campuses. "Computer literacy," "micros," and "on-line time" have
become the new trade words of college recruiting sessions and brochures.

By taking advantage of data banks, computerized information storage
and retries al, and vv ord processing, administratis e and departmental offices
are enhancing the speed, accuracy, and quality of their sere ices. The influx
of terminals and microcomputers into the offices of presidents, deans, office
managers, and supers isors clearly signals that the age of computer literate
administrators in beginning. Moreover, one of the recommended agenda
items for the American Council on Education's recently formed National
Commission on Higher Education Issues calls for "making highLL education
more responsis e to computer usage, telecommunications, microprocessing,
and generally increasing and rapid change in technological developments"
(American Council on Education 1981).

Student uses. It is useful to place student-users into three categories: com-
puter majors, information science majors, and others. According to Ham-
blen's most recent survey of American educational computing, more than
90 percent of students fall into the "other" category (Hamblen 1979).
Because of this, many colleges and universities have integrated computer
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literacy into their curriculum and more ate following suit. At Dartmouth
College, the computer is considered to be as important to the student as the
library, Dartmouth students are permitted to use the computer, free of
charge, any time of day, for any reason. A similar scheme is practiced by the
eight state colleges of New Jersey as well as by many other institutions
across the country.

At Northern Illinois University, more than 4,000 students use computer
terminals in laboratories set up for that purpose around the campus But
about 100 students do their computer work on their own terminals
without leaving their apartments or dormitory rooms (Magarrell 198Ia,
p. 14).

Students now use computer-assisted text preparation for everything
from theses and legal briefs to term papers and poetry, some submit their
work on computer discs (computer storage devices). If Richard Cy ert, pres-
ident of Carnegie-Mellon University, has his way, in five years a:i students at
the unit' ersity will be required to have their own computer (Magarrell 1981a,
p. 1). Although this may seem a little extreme, a growing numb of institu-
tions are requiring computer literacy for graduation. Most rec _nt among
these is Hamline University (Associated Press 1981).

The use of microcomputers by students will continue to ev (Ave. Now here
else in higher education is there occurring an evolution of such unknown
consequence and duration.

The Role of Microcomputers
In general, the widespread use of computers has been due to the rapid
expansion and acceptance of microcomputer technology. Microcomputers
are small computer systems self contained desktop unitsthat have the
same components as larger computers, but usually cost much less, use
fewer languages, have less memory, and require less time fur maintenan(
or repairs. With impetus from the space program, microcomputer s stems
were first marketed in the mid-1970s. Estimates of the number of micros
range from 60,000 at the end of 1979 to more than 1.5 million by the end of
1981. In terms of impact on society, education, and business, perhaps no tool
in our history has had such a powerful and far-reaching effect as the
microcomputer (Educational Technology 1979; MECC 1979, Evans 1980;
Osborne 1981; Rawitsch 1981; Craig 1981).

The evolution of the microcomputer and microprocessor ha., enabled
computers to be used in a growing number of educational applications and
social settings. The literature repeatedly shows that microcomputers are
more accessible to students and professors than larger sy stems (Price 1978,
Zinn 1978; Gillespie 1980; Chambers and Sprecher 1980). Moreover, the
portability, minimal maintenance, and capabilities for color displays, high
resolution graphics, and text processing make them idea! tools for prac-
tically everyone on campus. Their greatest asset, however, appears to be in
developing widespread computer literacy (Eisele 1979). Microcomputers
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ha% e been used predominantly in the classroom and laboratory, particularly
to teach basic skills, to analyze data, or to manage tutorials (Doerr 1979).
Now, however, they are found on the desks in the financial aid, security,
athletics, admissions, and maintenance offices. Although these offices have
in some cases been able to use computers in the past, it was usually on
time-sharing and batch processing systems, microcomput :s now enable
deans, faculty, secretaries, and students alike to use word processing and
data entry and management in making needed changes.

Faculty response to microcomputers, however, is mixed. This is natural,
since higher education is now staffed with a generation not oriented to
computers. The situation is changing, how ev er, because a large number of
entering students have worked firsthand with microcomputers in their
schools, homes, clubs, or workplaces. Microcomputers, with th,..ir useful-
ness in homes and schools, are making converts.

With both hat clot are and software design continuing to improve, micro-
curnputiTrs are replacing larger systems for man? tasks. Unfortunately,
softy+. are suitable for large systems cannot be used 11.? microcomputers, and
soft are dev eloped by one brand of microcomputer often cannot be used in
another. Nationally, softy+. are firms and universities are working to sole
these incompatibility problems and to adapt existing software su that it may
be used un more than one sy stem. Although program-are being w ritten that
trill translate one computer language to another, it dues not appear likely
that the soffit at e industry will adopt one standard language for educational
software. Locally dev eloped ur adapted materials tr ill still be those used
most frequently.

The International View
Follow. mg a 1980 trade mission to China, John Craig wrote in a January 1981
issue of Inloworld that the People's Republic of China appears to be about
fit e s ears behind the United States in computer deg elopment and use. Some
Chinese universities, how ev et, hate purchased a variety of American
microcomputer systems for computer science courses and development
work (Craig 1981, p. 24). Moreover, J.A. Jordan, Jr., of the Asian Institute of
Technology (AlT), claims that:

Lumputing in Asia is grutt mg more rapidly, un a percentage basis, than in
any other part of the world. ... Because A,ia is just at its dawn of comput-
ing, there is a dearth of the sell-tral.,ed data processing people who form
the backbone of the user community in the developed countries.. .. Now,
in response to the needs of Asian computer users, AIT is iintiating pro-
grams in computing education (Jordan 1980, p. 11).

The situation in Japan is different because Japan already has entered
into direct and successful competition with the United States, panic 'ilarly in
the microprocessing area. The U.S. Department of Commerce reports that
%.% est German, French, and British computer firms also will offer competi-
tion in the near future. Moreover, UNESCO has show n intere.,t in computing
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curricula for de% eloping nations', France has ordered 10,000 microcompu-
ters for its schools, and England recently spent £9.5 million on computer
educational projects (Atchison 1981). At a recent international conference.
35 papers, representing computer applications in art history, archaeology,
are liitecture, archival cataloguing and inde;qng, art bibliography, art theft
detection, and iconography, Were presented by researchers from 13 coun-
tries (Computers and the Humanitie.; 1980, p.\ 113). According to Molnar,
"statistical indicators show thlt the Unit.:d States is fast being overtaken in
inno\ ation of new technologies by more dy namic foreign economics" (Mol-
nar 1979, p. 278). Evidence shows that these countries are investing in the
reseigetrand do, elopment of computer-based education and industries. An
unankYered question is yy hether the United States will make the same
commitments, particularly to postsecondary computer education.

For an inkliLanun of admintsnatn,c Lurnpuling in de%cluping Luuntnes. see Wilson
(1977).
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Academic Considerations

Curricular and Developmental Issues
For whom is computer literacy intended? What constitutes a computer
literacy curriculum? What is the place of computer literacy in the curricu-
lum? How does computer literacy mesh with basic skills, general education,
and two-year college curricula? The issues are complex and tightly inter-
woven. If not required of all students, should computer literacy be a part of
every curriculum? If computer literacy is a basic skill, should it be obtained
before enrolling in general education courses? The answers are still
evolving.

Who should be computer literate? The answer varies, but the literature
reveals a growing consensus that by the, secondary level every student
should acquire some computer literacy (National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics 1978; Molnar 1979; Klassen 1981). A growing number of uni-
versities a&id colleges agree with this idea and have implemented a compu-
ter literacy requirement. In fact, the trend is toward requiring computer
literacy of all students. Nationwide, colleges and unit ersities are also reach-
irig outside the academy to implement computer literacy through continu-
ing education workshops, management and faculty woashops, teacher
training institutes, regional computer science contests, and similar aLtivi-
ties. An interesting example is Johns Hopkins University's nationwide con-
test, concluded in June 1981, to inspire new inventions that apply computers
to the needs of hEndicapped

Robert Gillesp (1981) claims that national needs For general compe-
tency in computing currently fall into three categories:

I. educational requirements, so that allstudents have a basic understand-
ing of computers and how to use them
2. industrial training in conjunction with university curricula to meet
the growing demand for competent personnel in all aspec,s of computing
3: computer literacy for the general public, which would include assess-
ing the computer's impacts on society and publicizing these Issues (p. 173)

Statistically, computer literacy is intended for the general public and the
majority of computer users (Schimming 1980). The inherent problem in
providing computer literacy only to compute, users is that it sepa. ates those
working with computers from the rest of society. Based on this and other
similar observations, Andrew Molnar urges that "if we are to have equity in
our educational system, all students must have access to computing and
must become [computer] literate" (1979, p.280). Molnar adds that "a student
who graduates without being exposed to computers has had an incomplete
education." Furthermore, computer literacy is not confined to college or
high school. Seymour Papert of M.I.T. conducted computer-learning experi-
ments with elementary school children and found they could use the com-
puter to solve complex problems in physics, geometry, and physiology and
that they also were capable of generating music and poetry (Papert 1980).

Carrying this one step farther, some authorities (Zinn 1978; Atchinson
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1981) argue that compu. er literacy is the individual's responsibility, one that
can and should be fulfilled either before going to college or strictly outside
regular classes.

What is to be taught? If the present national movement toward providing
computer experience for all precollege students continues to its conclusion,
the question of who should be computer literate at the collegiate level
becomes moot. Until then, the issue of computer literacy centers on what is
to be taught and how it should be integrated into the curriculum. Thus, there
is an emerging need to consider a computer literacy curriculum that spans
elementary through college levels. In the process of creating such a curricu-
lum, national in scope, criteria need to be de.veloped for each level. As
computer., are integrated nationally into the various levels of primary,
secondary, and college curricula, th,.. literacy needs of entering students will
shift to match their backgrounds. Thus, there is no consensus on precisely
what constitutes a basic course in computer science, nor in computer
literacy. Yet, some general and majority views are available (Austing et al.
1979; Johnson et al. 1980).

Generally, computer literacy courses are suitable for those who will not
normally be taking any further computer training and for those oriented to
careers or occupations outside computing. The thrust of such courses islo
provide understanding and knowledge of computer systems, including:

computer organization, including microcomputers
procedures and algorithms for processing information
a history of computing and computers
a hands-on experience
capabilities and imitations of computers
present and future uses of computers
a perception of Iihe societal impact of computers
the potential threat of computer abuse

By comparison, an undergraduate degree program in computer science
(see Austing et al. 1979, p. 149) aims, at the very least, to instill in its students.

the ability to write computer programs
the ability to determine w hether a program is reasonably efficient and

well organized
knowledge of the types of problems amenable to computer solution
understanding of basic computer architecture
preparation for further computer science training

Computer literacy courses are not computer science or computer pro-
gramming per se, although a first course in computer literacy will usually
include simple programming experiences. In fact, learning a computer lan-
guage, if only the rudiments of one as simple as BASIC, prepares one for new
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and expansne Ica' rung experiences.' The task of progi amming a computer
becomes a linguistic one: analysis, synthesis, semantics, logic, sequential
reasoning, and punctuation. Computers either understand you or they do
not. Cause and effect takes on dynamic and immedigte meaning, w hat you
do makes a difference. Clarity and precision are necessary when you are
communicating with a computer; rigid adherent. to syntax is the rule. In
fact, some authors claim that a person's experience with co:nputers will
transfer to his or her use of grammatical rules (Price 1978, p. 426). Thus,
compute' prop amming, and computer literacy in general, is not a hallowed
area reser% ed only for scientists or mathematicians. It may benefit any one
capable of learning it.

Much discussion on computer literacy also centers around the ability of
...-

pec,ple to ino%c from the "easy" part of computer litercy into the "hard"
part. The easy part is learning how the machine works,'how it may be used,
and how to load and use someone else's efforts. The hard part is using the
computer in an original or creati% e way. This creati% e process requires
computer fluency, not just computer literacy. At this le% el, indi% iduals come
face to face with their ability to think abstractly, to reason logically and
chronologically, and to learn, in fact, how, to think. Knowledge about com-
pute' s us stratifying into computer awareness, computer literacy, and
finally, computer fluency. The skill le% els are not yet clear and may not be
until well into the 1980s (Austing 1979).

A number of sources discuss indi% idual courses at length (Austing et al.
1977, Little et al. 1977, Lopez, Raymond, and Tardiff 1977). Sevin al prin-
ciples apply to the de% clopment of computer literacy curricula, particularly
in higher education. First among these principles is that of balance between
the specific and the general. Computer literacy courses cannot be .00 skill-
oriented or they risk obsolescence and narrowness of application. On the
other hand, courses that are too general offci nothing useful in either an
intellectual or a practical sense.

Second, computer literacy courses demonstrate current trends in com-
puting and the use of computers. In particular, such courses deal with the
growing use and importance 1 microcomputers, the recognition that pro-
gramming languages are useful %chides for the more subtle notions and
concepts of algorithmic and sequential problem solving, an aw areness of the
pert asi% eness of computers and the growing reliance upon them in certain
sectors of our economy, and the pri% acy and security issues inherent in an
information society. The goal is to know w hen not to use a computer as well
as when a computer may be useful or even necessary.

Third, computer literacy courses maintain a balance between the theo-
retical and the practical, between education and training. Just as some
computer science courses are too theoretical, so too may computer literacy
courses become merely training sessions. Enough programming should be

'BASIC (Beginner's All put post. Symbolic_Instruction Code) is an introductory le$,e1
programming language deNeloped in 1962 and popularized by its use un
microcomputers.
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introduced to make apparent The concepts of memory, stored data and
programs, and the t ersatility and speed of computers. The amount of pro-
gramming included, howet et-, should be balanced with all the other topics
necessary in such a course.

Computer ethics is beginning to be of national concern. (Wessel 1974;
Ellis 1974; and Gemignani 1981). In recent years, many in higher education
hate become more acti% e in ad% ocating that discussions of the ethical use of
computers be included in computer literacy courses (Barstow 1977). Since
corm:later literacy is relatively new, little effort is being put into developing
ethical standards for computer use. Presently, software and program copy-
ing is rampant; data banks and information records are breached daily.
Moreover, even if the ethical issues were clearly identifiable, educators
currently lack the appropriate curricular materials to cot er these questions
in their courses. For the next few years, at least, the first priority of instruc-
tors will be cognitive and skill-oriented computer literacy.

The place of computer literacy In the curriculum. The place of computer
literacy in the curriculum depends on whether it is Betted as general
education, a basic skill, or just another "math" requirement. In the past,
social relet ante was used to support the addition of computer science to the
mathematics requirement that exists at many major unit ersities today. This
rationale, besides assuming that practically anything can be justified on the
grounds of social relet ante, relies on the popular and problematic assurn:-
tion that computer science, or et en computer literacy, is mathematics. It is
nut. Although mathematics is useful to someone using a computer, language
and logic are more useful.

If compute! science happens to be in the business or engineering school,
then computer 'it eracy can represent new curricular der, elopment for them,
prof ided they are interested. Similarly, if computer science is in a mathe-
matics acpartment, then trade-offs can occur between computer literacy
courses and mathematics sun, ey courses. But if computer literacy is to be a
new addition, then departme A tal or collegial compromises may hate to be
made. Moreow-r, these compromises necessitate changes in resources in
addition to curricular changes. Thus, competition is continuing user who
owns computer literacy and how best to fit computer literacy courses into
an already ut ercrowded, politicivxl, and underfunded curriculum. The
resulting resource allocation issues asmiciated with computer literacy pro-
grams arc addressed in a later section.

Where dues computer literacy fit into the curriculum relatit e to basic
skills? The Center for Research un Learning and Teaching at the Unit ersity
of Michigan (Zinn 1978), among others, has designed a noncredit course in
comput:r use and programming built around the at ailability of low Lust
persor....il computers. Chen that many students enter colleges and unit ersi-
ties already knowledgeable about computers, computer literacy, in time,
could be relegated to the status of a remedial ur basic skill (Hamblen 1978)

trGit en that some topics i .computer science, such as following syntactical
instructions, reasoning seq evially, and communicating precisely, consti-
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tute basic skills, and that computers aid thousands of college students daily
in learning to read, w rite, and compute (arithmetically), what could be more
basic than knowing how to use a computer? In fact, many in higher educa-
tion belie% e '.nat comput.a literacy and language literacy can be combined
since they are fundamental, intellectually similar, and mutually reinforce-
able forms of communication (Taylor 1981; Eisele 1979; Murphy and Appel
1977). Analogously, computer literacy calls for varying levels of skills as does
language literacy; some indi% iduals can read only one language but others
read and write more than one, i.e., computer fluency.

Various educators have noted the lack of computer preparedness in
elementary school teachers (Taylor et al. 1979; Henderson 1978; Dennis
1978, the Special Interest Groups on Computer Science Education and
Computer Use in Education [Fey er, and Moursund 1981, p. 30]). On the
whole, teacher training programs neglect computers, even though thor-
oughly researched and planned curricula exist (Poirot, Taylor, and Pow
1981, p. 18). This compounds d'ficulties in thc studem-teacher relationship,
bec a use students often ha% e greater computing literacy than their teachers.
If computer literacy is to be required of only select student pupulatiuris,
students training to be teachers are an excellent group w ith hich to begin
(Milner 1980).

To many in higher education, the importance and per% ask eness of
computer literacy, information processing, and compute s in our lies jus-
tify the inclusion of computer literacy cuursewurk in all college and uni% el
sity curricula. Gi% en that the chief ()Nen% e of computer literacy courses is
to pru%ide students w ith a know ledge and understanding of computers and
computer science at least equi% alent to that obtained in music; art, and
literature stir% ey courses, then computer literacy courses are, in fact, gen-
eral education courses. It follows, then, that a know ledge a d understanding
of computers could be considered as part of that body of know ledge
acquired by an educated person. Whether computer aw arenes, or compu-
ter literacy will become part of a wider technological literacy is not yet
discernible from the literature. Means hile, students w hu are learning how
their lies and work are affected by computers and how to use computers
clearly ha% e a definite intellec ttal and economic ad% antage in the lung run,
over those who do not.

It appears that the majority of community colleges are, yr soon will be,
pros iding computer literacy courses and offering computer programming
skills for students majoring in fields outside data processing and computer
science(Ralstun 1981, Little et al. 1977). Supposedly ,t o-y ear colleges ha% e
an admmistrati% e and curricular adantage er four-year schools since
they are responsible for about three semesters of a computer science cur-
riculum. But at many two -year community colleges the computer has
entered.the curriculum till ()ugh the technology side. Now business students
are taking computer courses as are many Jtudents preparing to transfer to
four-year colleges. In fact, the components of computer literacy are often
stzattered across the campus. programming in one department, computer
software in an other, and data pi ocessing technology in yet a third. Thus,
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community colleges share some of the same disadvantages and problems as
many four-year colleges and universities.

The development of computer literacy programs. Major trends have
emerged in the development of computer literacy programs and courses.
The pressure of economics and new technologies has caused an influx of
students who are interested, in becoming computer scientists or,at least in
acquiring computer literacy. Among these are teachers seeking to retrain
and lea-. e their profession, liberal arts graduates desiring enough computing
skills to change jobs or get their first job, unemployed individuals who have
been displaced because of their outdated skills, and eager high school
graduates who want to become "computer programmers." But many enter-
ing students are no more prepared to take beginning-level computer literacy
or computer science courses than they are to take an elementary grammar
or arithmetic course. There is a wide gap between expectations and
capabilitit:s. .

In addition, preparing coursework is not easy, particularly if it requires
integrating computers into existing curricula as opposed to developing a
totally computer assisted instructional format. National associations have
recently advocated that curricular materials be developed that capitalize on
unique characteristics of the computer (Association for Educational Data
Systems 1980; Austing et al. 1979; Little et al. 1977). These materials would
make possible altogether new instructional experiences, as well as provide
creative approaches to existing curricula tHeck, Johnson, and Kansky 1981).

The single most dominant problem in developing a ,omputer literacy or
computer science program is that of finding faculty members who are both
qualified and interested. There are few incentives to develop programs or
write course proposals. Faculty seldom receive promotions, tenure, or even
release time based on curricular work. Nor are publishers much help.
Sun eys show that most publishers are uninterested in developing or pub-
lishing computer based materials, particularly in the area of computer
literacy (Watkins 1981). However, many hardware and electrodics compan-
ies have become deeply involved in developing and producing educational
materials and workshops and seminars (Foreman 1981). Some college text-
book authorities are warning that such firms may, in fact, out-distance
hit ler education both in content and delivery (Watkins 1981, pp. 19-21).

Another major consideration in developing computer literacy or compu-
ter science courses is the notion of preparedness. Generally, there is agree-
ment that mathematics courses or courses of a mathematical or logical
nature are beneficial as prepartion. Beyond this, however, the results of a
recent and extensive study on learning programming show that not much
else matters. As Lawrence Mazlack (1980, pp. 16-17) put it:

No significant correlation was found between academic performance
and academic discipline in either actual program production or in test
taking on programming topics. . .. There is no need to segregate students
from different academic disciplines due to concerns based on learning
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ability or interdisciplinary competitiveness... No significant difference
was found in academic performance between genders.... The correla-
tions found between semester in school and academic performance were
very low. . It is not necessary to construct separate computer courses fo,
those from differing disciplines and levels of academic experience as
there is no apparent need to be concerned with unequal capability.

A point worth reiterating is that after taking a first course in computer
literacy, many college and university students decide to take another course
in computer science. But in this second course problems may occur; stu-
dents with a weak background in mathematics or an inability to reason
sequentially and chronologically often fall beside the way as other more
appropriately skilled students succeed. Thus, although college-level mathe-
matics may not be a necessary prerequisite for a typical computer literacy
course, mathematics is essential for any student continuing on to a second
or third course.

Recognizing that computer literacy courses generally are supported by
computer softy, arc or computer assisted instructional materials, and cog-
nizant of the myriad of problems involved, the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics (NCTM) researched, developed, and published an important
work on evaluating computerized instructional materials that is generally
applicable. Their evaluative guidelines are not solely for mathematics or
mathematics-related courses, but apply equally to all computer-related
instructional materials. In particular, the Guidelines for Evaluating Compri-
tenzed Instructional Materials is one of the first national efforts to respond
to the question, "How do you evaluate instructional software?" Prepared
under the direction of the Instructional Affairs Committee of the NCTM, this
guide is a practical aid for both users and creators of instructional computer
software and does not assume programming experience (Heck, Johnson,
and Kansky 1981).

Instructional and Staffing Issues
Computer assisted instruction. In higher education, the computer provides
instruction in the form of drill and practice, tutorials and individualized
instruction, simulation, problem solving, and testing. Commonly known as
CAI, this computer assisted instruction can be particularly useful in basic
skills, computer science, mathematics, and computer literacy courses. Stud-
ies of CAI, however, indicate mixed results, often showing no consistent
positive or negative effects on student achievement or attrition (McCullock
'980; Atchinson 1978). Many of the predictions for a rapid conversion to CAI
did not come true in the '60s and '70s. Even the prestigious Carnegie Com-
mission, writing on the "fourth revolution" in higher education (Carnegie
Commission 1972), did not anticipate many of the problems.

The role of the computer in computer literacy, CAI, and in education in
general, has centered on four main types of activities:

1. making computations that would otherwise be tedious and time-
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consuming for administrators, faculty members, and students
2. organizing and presenting information
3. helping the instructor and the student of the computer to organize
and develop ideas and activities
4. simulating and modeling real situations

In practice, these tasks are not necessarily independent of one another and
generally use the computer's ability to interact with the learner. Although
the first of these has been more prevalent in the past, the fourth is being used
more today and holds the greatest potential for applications, particularly in
business, sociology, and education (Zinn 1978, p. 85). The literature also
demonstrates increasing research and applications in the areas of hardi-
cappbd and special education (Thorkildsen and Williams 1980, pp. 36-38).

Although they are discussed throughout the world, computer assisted
instruction and computer literacy appear to be most highly developed in the
United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, and Japan (Chambers and
Sprecher 1980, p. 334). John Hirschbuhl (1978) predicts that both Asia and
Europe will solve soon their problems of outdated and incompatible equip-
ment. Reports of Japan entering the world microcomputer market confirm
that his prediction is coming true.

In principle, the advantages and disadvantages of CAIstem from the new
solutions that the computer provides to old problems, rather than from any
inherent merits or defects of the computer. "Perhaps the most widely
accepted value of CAI," according to J.A. Chambers and J.W. Sprecher:

is that it involves the individual actively in the learning process. .
Another much touted value is the ability of the learner to proceed at his
own pace, which has strong implications for both the slow learner and
the gifted person. . .. A final comment regarding the benefits of CAI relates
to remedial education. The problems of handling remedial training for
students have increased, because the problems of bilingual and disadvan-
taged students and the inadequate English and mathematics skills of
entering university students are being recognized. Computer tutorials,
especially in these areas, appear to be both educationally sound and
reasonable in cost, if approached in an appropriate manner. Similar cases
can be made for the use of CAI to support continuing education and in
industrial training programs (Chambers and Sprecher 1980, p.

According to Chambers and Sprecher, the difficulties of implementing
CAI can be categorized in order of importance as: (1) the need for faculty
and training directors to move from familiar methods to new methods
where their lack of expertise may arouse some fear and antipathy; (2) the
confusing diversity of computing equipment, CAI materials, and CAI lan-
guages (the majority of CAI software is often poorly constructed, undocu-
mented, and able to run only on the brand or model of computer for which it
was designed); and (3) the cost of CAI hardware and software and the
personnel and consultants needed to implement CAI.
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Although job security has been cited as a concern (McCullock 1980;
Wolitzer 1977), the major reasons for faculty resistance to using computers
in the classroom, and becoming inherently computer literate, have been
itemized by Peter A. Wolitzer (1977, p. 82) as:

1. the research orientation of faculty who believe that research is
threatened by an emphasis on teaching
2. the need to learn a new discipline, not simp': in a perfunctory way but
at an indepth mastery level
3. the greater reluctance of today's union members to be as innos ative
as their nonunionized colleagues of the past
4. inherent conservatism of faculty who are not readily open to innova-
tion and risks associated with computers
5. role overload of faculty members who belies e that they have enough
to do without having to spend additional time and effort learning new
teaching techniques and learning processes.

In higher education today, the obstacles noted by Wolitzer has c not been
removed but each is slowly being overcome. Five major issues characterize
the present situation in regard to CAI and computer literacy. Foremost
among these is the des elopment and sharing of quality softw are. There is an
acute shortage of basic instructional software, but there is a surplus of
business applications software. Most educational software available now is
of a supplementary nature, often developed by faculty or small software
firms for very specific purposes and usable. only on one type of machine.
Often this software is riot well documented. Moreover, there exists little
incentive for faculty, to share software. During the 1980s, a few major
software companies should be able to provide educational software that is
of a more universal nature, thus partially alleviating the problem.

A second issue, that accounts in part for the preceding one, is that no
standardized machine-independent language combines the features needed
by computer literacy instructors or by those participating in CAI. This is one of
the most serious impediments to the widespread use of computers in all the
areas to which it can be apnlied, including computer literacy and CAI.
Futhermore, software for translating from one language to another will
probably not be available until late 1982 or 1983.

The expanding availability and use of microcomputers is helping to
alleviate the third major issuecomputing hardware. The availability of
inexpensive microcomputers with multiple capabilities and appears to be
the technological breakthrough needed to yield significant increases in CAI
and computer literacy at all educational levels. James Eisele (1979) belies es
that a new era of educational application is at hand.

The fourth issue, that of implementing CAI and computer literacy
courses and requirements, appears to stem from a lack of resource support
such as background and backup materials and faculty or consultants who
can provide immediate and repeated encouragement or aid. Clearly, the
resolution of this issue is tied to those above.
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Lastly, the effectiveness of CAI remains a major issue. One problem isI that different investigators define effectiveness differently. Also, well-
designed, tightly controlled evaluative studies of the use of CAI are rare
(Chambers and Sprecher 1980, p. 335). Chambers' and Sprecher's 1980
review of the literature did reveal the following consistent conclusions,
however

741 either improved learning or showed no differences when com-
pared to the traditional classroom approach.

CAI improved student attitudes toward the use of computers in the
learning situation.

Faculty are more likely to accept and use CAI materials if these
materials have been developed according to specific guidelines.

Similar conclusions were found by Beard et al. (1975) and Atchinson (1978).

Who provides computer literacy? Recent articles argue that computer
science belongs among the liberal arts. But the concept of computer literacy
spans the entire university cirriculum. Although some faculty and adminis-
trators maintain that computer science is not a part of the liberal arts
tradition, nearly everyone agrees that computer literacy certainly is useful
and desirable for the liberally educated individual. Yet not every course
presently being offered in computer literacy and computer science is orthe
highest quality needed. A major reason for this is the unavailability of
qualified instructors and a lack of faculty development funds.

The situation is no different at the secondary school level, where the
staffing problems in science, mathematics, and computer science have
reached near-crisis proportions and for similar reasons. Within this context
of scarcity, computer literacy courses at both secondary and college levels
are being taught by whichever department can acquire the instructors and
the equipment. This means that computer literacy courses often are being
taught by individuals whose only training in computer applictions has been
on their own personal computer. In fact, computer literacy courses are
staffed primarily by individuals with backgrounds in areas other than com-
puter science, such as mathematics or business (Raltson 1981; Young 1980).
Existing programs, it turns out, are slanted toward the particular field of
interest of the instructor, to the exclusion of more general applications and
concepts.

As faculty members attest, acquiring proficiency in the use of computers
in the instructional process is an activity that requires concentrated time
and effort. Awareness of or exposure to computers simply does not qualify
an instructor to use computers in a classroom or laboratory setting. Few
faculty members are sufficiently motivated, or have the time and energy, to
prepare themselves for computer work while they are carrying a full-time
teaching load. Teaching computer literacy thus falls to the few computer
science faculty and others who may be qualified.

Computer literacy can be developed either through a survey course or
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by an integrative approach, depending partly on the background of indi-
vidual faculty members. The prevailing consensus, however, is that the
former, offering a survey course for general enrollment, is the best for
students and is easiest to implement. In fact, such courses are common in
many two-year and four-year colleges.

Computer literacy might also be provided through campus libraries.
Although librarians are becoming regular users of computers and are well
aware of CAI, the concept of housing computer literacy materials and CAI
software as one would other library and audiovisual materials has not been
developed. Computer literacy and CAI materials arP viewed as far more
dynamic than other library materials. Thus, although libraries in general
may want to add CAI as a new tool, the interactive nature and the rate at
which the field is changing presently precludes any major shifts away from
the classroom and lab (Lyon 1975).

Staffing computer literacy courses. Those institutions offering a computer
science or data processing major may be able to recruit faculty from these
programs to teach computer literacy. Faculty in schools of education faced
with larenchment might be another source. Some computer center staff
now teach these courses, but their backgrounds often are too narrow to be
ideal. Institutions also are recruiting adjunct faculty from local businesses
and industry. In fact, L.F. Young argues for "selecting MIS [management
information science] teachers from among experienced and successful
practitioners" (1980, p. 73). Given the experience and background of many
of these adjuncts, they can usually become good instructors. Adjuncts,
however, normally teach in late afternoon or evening, thus causing a shift in
computer laboratory hours, timesharing allocation, and computer center
capabilities for those institutions employing large numbers of adjuncts. The
associated shifts in costs must also then be considered.

Instructors for computer literacy courses are drawn most often from
computer science and business departments. This appears to be somewhat
in line with a recommendation the Association for Computing Machinery
made in 1979:

Faculty of computer science departments must be willing to offer different
courses for those [nonmajor] students than for majors when it is appro-
priate. . .. Heads of departments must make difficult decisions regarding
how much of the department's teaching resource is to be used for majors
and how much is to be used for students in other disciplines (Austing et al
1979, p. 162).

For those institutions that are able to, employ graduate assistants, the
instruction usually will be near state-of-the-art and will carry the enthusi-
asm of the new convert. Former graduate students, particularly secondary
school teachers, are another source of Instructors. Some colleges and uni-
versities already are hiring secondary school teachers, many of whom have
at least a master's degree and many years of experience teaching computer
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programming and data processing. This latter development suggests that
hiring requirements may be relaxed for at least the next few years. The
question then becomes one of doing thelame for full-time positions. Follow-
ing such a course will pose problems relating to tenure and promotion.
Having standards for compensation or teaching loads differing among
departments will tend to create even more problems (Ralston 1981, pp.
21-22).

Computer literacy and continuing education. Continuing education is a
growing area, particularly as the need for computer literacy has developed
in the business, industrial, and government sectors (Gilbert 1980). Many
colleges and universities offer continuing education courses in computer
science (interpreted in the broadest sense) along with theii degree-oriented
computer education curricula. Although some universities offer extension
and short courses, the need for both continuing educa .ion and early educa-
tion in this field still outpaces these efforts. Present adult and continuing
education programs are providing professional development workshops
and seminars, usually of the one- or two-day format, and evenin g, weekend,
and off-campus adult education courses for general computer awareness
and for the use of a home or personal computer. There are two very
different aspects to these activities. Professionals who seek to enhance or
update their expertise have different needs from persons in business who
primarily want the most efficient use of their computer technology. Sim-
ilarly, the continuing education needs of teachers, curriculum coordinators,
and administrators differ from those of persons desiring to use their
machine for home finances, record keeping, or stock market analysis.

The knowledge base in most areas of computers and related technolo-
gies is doubling approximately every fire years, and adult and continuing
education programs must continually guard against obsolescence. The
increasing capability to delis er instruction to an individual's home, business,
or work place should provide continuing education programs with new
opportunities for service and expansion (Educational Technology 1979, p.
17).

3 "
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Administrative Considerations

A number of studies in the field predict that the 1980s will see an increased
use and production of data. Additional users and information will increase
the demand for timeliness and accuracy. Administrative planning and com-
puter use will have to be efficient and effective as institutions work to
balance their support of the instructional, research, and administrative
needs of the institution (Stamen 1979). This section reviews the trends and
issues associated with computer literacy and its relationship to the areas of
planning, central computing facilities, faculty and staff development, and
institutional costs.

Planning, Facilities, and the Future
Planning considerations. The use of computers has been growing in man-
agement information systems (Vyssotsky 1981) and for education at the
elementary through pre-college levels (von Klein 1979). Changes in pre-
college education have occurred more quickly than at the collegiate level,
and the impact of these changes is just beginning to be felt. Samuel Dunn
predicted in 1978 that:

In the next twenty years,. . . there will be fundamental changes in higher
education that will effect the delivery of instruction, and will effect what
the typical professor does. . . The changes will be so significant that the
very existence of higher education as we know it today will be threatened.
Many institutions won't be able to survive the transition. By are year 2000,
twenty-five percent of the currently existing residential liberal arts
colleges will be gone. Many other colleges will find their existence
threatened and will be searching hard for ways to survive. (Dunn 1978,
p. 2).

More recently, Robert Gillespie noted that:

The extent to which technological changes will affect the structure and
organization of the universitythe impact on faculty, administration,
and budgeting is unknown. Changing patterns of resource allocation
and the increased use of microcomputers for research and faculty support
need to be considered (Gillespie 1981, p. 174).

With the changes in the structure of higher education comes the growing
national concern over the capacity of our educational system, at levels, to
provide technical and scientific training and literacy and education for all
students, including those who do not intend to pursue technological or
scientific careers.

Nationwide, colleges and universities are continuing to integrate compu-
ters into recruitment and retention efforts, financal aid packaging, guidance
and monitoring, and registration. Administrative offices, in particular, have
increased their use of computers as more efficient and comprehensive
computer software packages have become available. Overall, it is evident
that administrators must know what computer literacy and computer use
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mean to the institutionwhat the impact is, both pro and con. As institutions
adopt comprehensive systems that gather and provide biographic, demo-
graphic, academic, and financial data on every student in the institution, the
need for planning and development increases, (McLaughlin, Montgomery,
and Mahan 1978; Bess 1979).

Although the needs and problems are not the same for all institutions, the
issues that usually concern administrative computing are administrative
and academic access, software problems, enrollment surges, and planning
and forecasting problems. Moreover, administrators' ability to use informa-
tion usually is not uniforth across a particular campus. Technical problems
are not as pervasive as human onesovercoming inertia and fear and
setting and supporting priorities. Similarly, the access issue is becoming
twofold as more students and faculty demand access, both to facilities and
to information. The facility access problem presently is being exacerbated
by the increasing number of students and faculty who are bringing personal
computers to the campus and connecting them to the campus computing
facilities. The resource demand for time, information, and softwarecan only
increase.

The information access problem is both a policy and a political issue. In
Minnesota, for example, state-level policies, decision making, and support
are deemed necessary for equal access by students and faculty to both
computers and the information they control (Klassen et al. 1980). This kind
of state-level activity, in turn, calls for a commitment on the part of both the
higher education establishment and state legislature. If this commitment
does not exist, computer enrollment and staffing problems already encoun-
tered ;*1 roAny universities wil. spread (Schultz, March 1981, p. 9).

Due to the lack of appropriate software, many administrative and plan-
ning decisions have been based on available hardware. With the institutional
problem of hardware acquisition has come a related problem that also is
complicating planning decisions: lack of overall coordination among offices
and departments as they separately acquire low-cost microcomrners and
related hardware and software. The results have been incompatibility and
an inability of the institution to plan further acquisitions based on past use.
This lack of info. -nation use makes forecasting future use difficult (Educa-
tional Technology 1979, p. 28). Morwver, v. ith the increasing campususe of
microcomputers and networks of microcomputers dedicated to single
tasks, the planning and decision-making process can no longer rely solely on
the institution's computing center. Many changes and new combinations of
resources are becoming apparent as higher education further adjusts to the
impact of computer literacy and computers.

The impact of computer literacy on facilities. What were once single-unit
punched card operations are now major computer centers offering a multi-
tude of services, computes, and facilities. Colleges and universities are
shifting from punched cards and remote terminals to more sophisticated
applications (Wetherbe and Dock 1978). This is attributable primarily to the
introduction of the microcomputer into educational activities. Users with
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their on computers uslensibly hak e little reason to use the services of
remote terminals or the campus center for routine computing. Some insti-
tutions regard the growing use of microcomputers as destroying or at least
running counter to the network or computer center efforts of the institu-
tion. Tnis is only partly true since the spread and use of microcomputers also
has caused a mutual and complementary reinforcement of services Many
who start out on a microcomputer ek entually end up on a larger system as
they encounter more complex research applications or massive data hand-
ling problems. And others who pr.!viously tied tin a larger system with
smaller or more immediate problems are now using microcomputers
instead (Zinn 1978). The net result is that the two systems essentially work
together to reduce the dependency of users on the local center el the area
network. Users now hay e more options in terms of applications, machines,
mailability, and access. With th.: independence and increased number of
options, however, comes an increased responsibility on the part of the user
to plan, develop, and implement the most efficient use possible.

The effect on computer centers and networks has been predictable.
Some campuses hak e clqsed down their central computer operations and
Instead are using campus-based networks composed of clusters of micro-
computers. These trends du not necessarily mean the end of local centers.
Rather, those institutions retaining a computer center are seeing the func-
tion and autonomy of the center shift more toward the user. As computer
literacy continues to spi ead, computer centers are evoll.ing more towards
general assistance and consulting.

The costs of computing also are dropping, not only because of the lesser
costs associated with microcomputers, but because of the cost per config-
uration. That is, a typical time-shared system costs approximately $100,000
for the central processing unit and about $1,000 for each user terminal By
comparison, a microcomputer cluster costs abotit $2,500 per user terminal
after an initial outlay of approximately $20,000 for the central or coordinat-
ing microcomputer. Thus, it costs nearly $120,000 for 20 users on a time-
shared system, the cost for 20 users on the microcomputer system is about
$70,000. Another consideration is when the central system is down, the
entire network is down, if the central microcomputer fails, the individual
microcomputers can disengage from the central one and run independently'
(Schultz 1981a, p. 12).

With the recent entrance of many of Japan's high-technology firms into
the microcomputer market, increasing competiti\ eness and new technolo-
gical developments should directly affect the costs of computer hardware,
software, and instruction. Predictions for the year 1990 include computers
that will cost about one-tenth of those today, with the performance/cost
ratio increased by a factor of four (Dunn 1978, p. 5). The mid- and late 1980s
thus should be a time of evolution, opportunity, and expansion for those
seeking to become computer literate.

The future. Recent changes in computer and telecommunication technol-
ogy are having far-reaching effects on the delivery, management, and cost
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of computer education. With the convergence of communication technolo-
gies, videodiscs (Bork 1976 and 1978) and computers have come new
educational needs as well as.new opportunities for attacking present prob-
lems. Combinations of these technologies and associated software are moti-
vating new approaches to subject-matter organization and teaching strate-
gies. These technologies are resulting in stronger interrelationships among
different fields of study, a better connection of science and mathematics
curricula with the future needs of students, and inexpensive and more
individualized diagnostic and performance testing that is more sophisti-
cated than current multiple-Choice techniques (National Science Founda-
tion 1980, pp. 5-6). Moreover, the merger of these technologies has pre-
sented new possibilities for delivery of college and university curricula
directly into the home or office (Bork 1978). With the decreasing price of
videodiscs and the increasing spread of cable television, more opportunities
and applications are occurring. Some authors predict that by the year 2000,
80 to 9(' percent of the homes in the United States will be connected to a
video cable (Duni 1978, p. 10). The next step is to combine the use of home
microcomputers and cable systems.

Similarly, touch-tone technology has created the possibility of using
telephones, as data entry terminals. Although banks and similar institutions
are the present users, financial aid offices, student and faculty credit unions,
student center banks, and bursars' offices ar2 expected to adopt these
techniques. Telephones that accept data are being used together with key
devices that contain memory units and a video display.

Typewriters are changing from electric to electronic and are acquiring
the characteristics of computer terminals. New designs allow for the addi-
tion of storage systems, communications facilities, and video display and are
linked to high-speed printers.

Campus offices ancrcomputer centers should feel the effects of the new
technologies by the mid-1980s, if not sooner, if qualified staff are available.
However, these new technologies may increase clerical labor costs by 4 to 10
percent (Makower 1980, p. 136).

As society and higher education demand faster and more efficient com-
puting power, computer research continues in both industry and unit ersity
laboratories. The computer architecture of the 1980s is expected to be more
diversified into what are novo.? called distributed systems. Already, universi-
ties and businesses are shifting from the single processor system of the
1970s to an interliriked architectui-e of fourth-generation microcomputers
(Stone 1980, pp. 21-24). Many software firms and publisherssee 1981 as one
of the best years to date for the development and distribution of software.
Major venture-capital funding is predicted to merge, peaking in late 1981, in
support of independent softy', are development. Giv en this, educational and
administrative software will continue to be developed as computer literacy
and computer usage inc. ..,ase.

The Coat of Computer Literacy
One of the greatest planning concerns is that of cost. Even though the cost of
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computing hardware (memory, in particular) has decreased ox er the last
file years, there has been increased cost for personnel, curricular consul-
tants, literacy softy% are, and support facilities (McLaughlin, Montgomery,
and Mahan 1978, p. 4).

Cost pressures have caused many decision makers to evaluate their cur-
rent computer resources and to carefully plan any further development
or expansion of existing equipment. Such planning depends heavily on
an accurate assessment of computer needs. The traditional forecasting
techniques a hich use some form of trend analysis are of limited value
when determining future computer needs. After all, prior use may be a
function of equipment available rather than an indicator of the actual
needs of users. An even more serious problem is the difficulty pre-
sented by mutually exclusive knowledge. Experts in computer technology,
for example, have little insight into the future computer needs in other
curricula. Advisors may not know the specific details of computer use in
courses taken by their majors in other departments. Faculty teaching
course, which use the computer as a tool do not know of trends in other
courses which their students take. A final problem is that internal cost
procedures for computer use may be established to modify behavior (for
example, use disks, not cards) rather than to reflect the costs for various
uses. (McLaughlin, Montgomery, and Mahan 1978, p. 4).

It !s es ident that a necessary institutional cost is that of pros iding computer
access and sen ices in support of computer literacy and, by implication, of
more sophisticated computer applications at all lex els of the institution. If
access is to be through centralized time sharing, then the cost of terminals
and telecommunications is significant. With the expected tripling of the cost
of telephone communication for computer and data processing applica-
tions, a few universities are confronting the possibility of installing their ow n
telecommunications system (Vensel et al. 1981; von Klein et al. 1979).

The Lusts for educational computer usage are normally "hard" money as
compared to the "soft" money pros ided by most research grants for compu-
ter usage. This is particularly the case in starting a new program in computer
science or computer literacy. Given the fact that nearly es ery institution of
higher education has a computing facility, or at least access to a computer
network, the only additional start up costs are those for microcomputers
and associated softw are. Assuming one such unit fot es cry 20-30 nonmajors
and a Lost ut $750 to $2,000 per unit, the cost of equipment, when spread
or a number of years, is reasonable. Computer facilities for a computer
science program cost more.

The issues of reducing costs and improving services remain. Although
computer sery ices has e impros ed, cost sas ings have occurred in only a few
areas. For example, instructional costs remain high, but the costs for clerical
and administrativ e seri, ices has e decreased as institutions adopt word pro-
cessing (Stepien et al. 1980, p. 402). Since word processing maximizes adm in-
istrativ e support services and planning with minimal staff training and
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initial outlay, more institutions are turning to it to achieve an efficient and
productive level of operation. Word processing is a natural match for educa-
tional and clerical applications, and the 1980s will see the convergence of the
administrative office and data processing (Stepien et al. 1980),

Recent advances promise to expand word processing and text editing to
all segments of the campus. New programs find spelling and typographical
errors, proofread 10,000 words per minute relative to a 20,000-word dic-
tionary stored in the computer's memory, and store and retrieve materials
faster, cheaper, and more efficiently than earlier programs. Similarly, there
can be significant savings in the overall operation: replacing paper and print
time with microforms or on-line facilities; reducing file folders, file cabinets,
and office and storage space; replacing key-data operators with point-of-
origin data entry (Aherne and Navarro 1976; Magarrell 1980b).

Another problem area in cost savings has been the decision to buy or rent
equipment. With the increased availability and reduced costs of microcom-
puter systems, the decision increasingly is to buy. A grovying number of
institutions are decreasing their network and time-sharing usage by relying
more on mini- and microcomputer systems. But there is still a problem
relative to federally funded compkt* Usage. Many National Science Foun-
dation grants, for example, provide'for computer equipment rental, but not
purchase (National Science Foundation 1980, p. 5). Thub, in a grant totaling
$30,000, as much as $3,000 may be spent for rental, but not one dollar may
be spent for the purchase of equipment.

Computing costs at not only incurred by equipment and software
purchases. Inefficiency and mismanagement cost an institution more than
just financial resources. Because a sophisticated level of planning and man-
agement is needed for the effective and efficient use of an institution's
computer resources, many institutions have elected to use the services of
educational computing firms. As the American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges and the Association of Community College Trustees
have reported: ''.A number of our member institutions hay e gone beyond
their internal computer staff to seek special, professional management
expertise.... These institutions have elected to hire outside computing
resource management firms specializing in educational computing"
(AACJC/ACCT 1980, pp. 12-13). In time, however, escalating salary, supply,
and maintenance costs cause some institutions to take back the operation.

The costs associated with computer literacy are complex, involving
direct and indirect aspects, capitalization and inv estment problems, and
long- and short-range budget planning. Nationally, the evidence is clear that
practically ev cry institution has recognized the issues, but not all have been
creative enough to begin resolving them. "For a computing effort to be
responsible and remain politically viable, balancing the pressing and often
conflicting computing requirements of instruction, research, and adminis-
tration is essential" (Wetherbe and Dock 1978, p. 1015).

Faculty and Staff Issues
All across the country, faculty members are auditing computer courses.
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They are learning how to use a microcomputer or a new computer lan-
guage, brushing un on an old language or learning new applications, or
learning the later in word processing. Even those considered computer
literate or fluent are seeking to upgrade their skills and knowledge. It has
been estimated that the knowledge turnover in computer science and data
processing is four years. On this basis, Computing Newsletter (1:'81, p. 8)
recommends that faculty and staff should spend 25 percent of their time
acquainting themselt es with nett developments. Similarly, faculty teaching
computer literacy and computer science classes must stay ahead of their
classes. Since faculty members need more information and experience than
students or staff, faculty development should take priority over upgrading
staff analysts and programmers. Some authorities claim that a third of a
faculty member's time should be spent in development as compared to a
quarter of a staff or analyst's time (Computing Newsletter1981, p.8). Highly
motif ated faculty and staff will work on self-de% elopment and study mate-
rials, but their institutions must provide equipment and time. Moreover,
meeting and interacting tt ith other experts are of fundamental importance
in the more complex and theoretical areas. Additional support may be
needed for 5eininars, workshops, short courses, and conferences.

Many faculty, staff, and administrators t iew computers with fear or
anxiety and often with outright hostility. They fear that "computers will
et entually replace us." This fear is, for the most part, ungrounded because
computers free people from the more mundane and repetitite tasks and

e them time and energy to create solutions to more subjectit e or
esthetic kinds of problems. Computers will not justify a reduction inf acuity ,
because they cannot substitute for the human interaction and support
required and demanded by st lents. The case for clerical staff, how et er, is
not as clear, as Adam Osborne (1981) has noted:

We must non question the economics of such fundamental and hal-
loo ed traditions as having secretaries type letters for bosses, or clerical
workers prepare financial data for managers. In the future, neither effi-
ciency nor economics will lustily such procedures. most cases, only
expen.site, intangible considerations such as prestige and tradition will
anon these inefficiencies to persist. Even the concept of an office, where
people gather daily and work together, will need to be questioned.

The integration of word processing int., an office or typing pool ..an allow a
reduction in staff or provide the insittution new flexibilities in staff assign-
ment. The implications for staff and clerical help in financial aid, housing,
registrar, admissions, rt;.lt ising, and guidance offices is clear: The computer
sat es time, effort, and money. But staff member? have to be able to use it,
anci so they too, are seeking to become computer literate.

Demand for computer literate employees is growing. John Foreman
(1981) of Texas Instruments, predicts that only 25 percent of available
bachelor of science positions for computer scientists could be filled, a
shortage of over 40,500. Such figures are repeated by the Association for
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Computing Machinery (Conte and Taulbee 1980) and other authorities, such
as John Hamblen (1979). Similarly, there is a growing need for computer
literate clerical staff. Although no national figures seem to be available
business and vocational programs at the secondary and community college
levels are continuing to integrate computers into their programs. In addi-
tion, more and more faculty members, in departments ranging from art
through zoology, are demanding information and trainingon microproces-
sors and training in word processing, statistical appalicationsparticularly
since the introduction of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS)and in B "-SIC for their home computer and in COBOL' for the
"consultancies."

At the same time faculty with some computer training are abandoning
higher educztion (Magarrell 198 lb, p. 3), and secondary education for that
matter, to take more lucrative and more promising positions in business and
industry (Schultz 198 lb, p. 9). And the situation is not going to get better;
salaries and research facilities are so attractive outside academe that few
students see any need to study for a Ph.D. Similarly, the industry's demand
for bachelor's and master's degree -ley el computer scientists is not expected
to level off for many years. In many colleges and universities, as much as
one-t:iird of the staff are part-time or temporary. Moreover, b,tcausc the
bulk of the retirements in certain liberal arts diSciplines and in teacher
education may be up to ten y ears away, the upper ranks will remain full and
opportunities for promotion will be slim for those faculty remaining. This
makes it e, en more difficult to hire computer-oriented faculty. Nationally,
the situation is expected to worsen well into the late 1980s. (Hamblen 1979).
Administrators who insist un filling a computer related position with black
or female candidates may find that the position w ill remain open (Conte and
Taulbce. 1976. p. 313).

As administrators become users of word processing, it is important that
they know exactly what they want in computer services and be able to
communicate that need; they must at least hav e a rudimentary know ledge
of what a computer can and cannot provide. The administrators who are
responsible for the quality, content, and timeliness of reports, memos, and
correspondence. are the real users of word processing, not the salesman nor
the typist following orders. Deans, supervisors, and managers know what
kinds of documents need to be prepared, to v,hom they should be sent, for
what reason and with what urgency, these administrators are the ones to
decide what compromises are appropriate in appearance, speed, complex-
ity, and cost (Vyssotsky 1981).

Developing Computer Literacy
Institutions hay e begun to recognize that the economic and institutional
benefits reaped from research, instruction, development, management,
information processing, and office procedures are dramatically increased

'COBOL is a Common Business-Oriented Language used by a majority of businesses
in the United States.
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through the use of computers, computer software, and computer literate
faculty and staff. If, as predicted, computer terminals become as persasise
as telephones and telesisions, much paper-based communication «ill soon
be eliminated. Presidents, deans, and faculty alike are now able, at a few
institutions, to write, edit, store, retrieve, transmit, and print a variety of
letters, memos, reports, and similar documents using computer and word
processors next to their desks. In fact, getting people to send messages by
computer remains an effectis c way to start them on their way to computer
literacy.

The need for programs des eloping computer literacy has increased for
practically all members of the academy. To meet this need and those dis-
cussed above, there are several approaches:

The evolutionist would argue that the best way to internalize an innova-
tion is to permit those who are motivated to use the innovation in their
uwn tray . . . . The revolutionary approach would seek to retool disciplines
based upon the availability of the computer (Molnar 1973, p. 16).

At many institutions, both approaches are being used to des clop and edu-
cate faculty, administrators, and staff. The challenge is to make computers
an enhancement to teaching and administration, not a substitute or
distraction.

As the demand for user sers ice continues to exceed supply, institutions
are hiring outside firms that specialize in faculty and staff computer work-
shops. How e% er, pros iding programs for des elopment is one thing, ensuring
quality is another. Institutions are learning that much more time and effort
is required to become self-sufficient with computers than to become
dependent on them or on a consultant.

In des eloping faculty and staff computer awareness, sonic institutions
begi.i with a series of short inhouse %korkshops. Awarding some kind of
credit, certificate, oi continuing education unit is sometimes used as a
motisational des ice. Generally, the workshops are designed to increase
computer awareness, to explore the capabilities of computers, and to
enhance use's' skills. Typically, there are talks, demonstrations, and hands-
on experience. Thereafter, alternate paths are used to accommodate d',f-
ferent les els of n,:ed or kinds of applications. Some staff and faculty
members are awarded des elopment leas es or sabbaticals for updating w-
ads ancing their computer skills. There is a risk, presently, that upon comple-
tion of the lease, or as soon as possible thereafter, the indis idual will opt for
advancement outside academe.

"Bootstrapping" appears to be prevalent. In this concept, staff from
computer centers and faculty members aid other staff and administrators
in becoming computer literate, and they in turn, help others. It is not un-
reasonable to estimate that the bulk of computer knowledge and applica-
tions is being spread this way. Howes er, this method does not appear to
work as well as a thoroughly planned and implemented deselopmental
program of computer literacy (Carlson 1980).
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Because of the rate of change in the development of computer tech-
nology and software, obsolescence is a recurring problem. Thus, the "com-
puter newsletter" has been added to all the other newsletters and updates
circulated on campus. The word-of-mouth approach is no longer viable for
staying informed. What is needed is acLurate ., ,J up-to-date information on
new applications, software, and equipment, ts well as timely announce-
ments on new workshops or short courses.

o
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National Issues

Although all the issues covered thus far are national in importance, we will
now discuss those issues that especially require national strategies and
approaches. The studies and review extend beyond a single institution and
into the areas of national policy and cooperation.

Privacy and Security
With the growth of computer literacy and use has developed concern for the
privacy of faculty and student data. This concern has increased at the state
and federal levels as well. There is an increasing need to provide not only
more information, but better security, more completeness and accuracy,
and greater flexibility. Management and administration are directly affected
since they are responsible, often in a legal sense, for the policies and proce-
dures regulating input, access, and challenges and corrections (Hoffman
1980; Wessel 1974).

A greater problem is fearfear that personal data are not safe or that
they may be used in a detrimental manner. Students have been breaking
computer codes and carrying on disruptive and illegal activities (Clzrunick
of Higher Education 1981a and 1981b). As more faculty, students, and staff
become literate in the use of computers, and data banks in particular, there
is an increased risk that personal privacy may be violated. The problem is
compounded by the fact that without a great deal of sophistication or
advanced training, computer data thieves are able to understand, ge.--rate,
and change computer access codes. This is possible partly because of the
increased speed and size of the newer computing sy stems. As these systems
increase in speed and efficiency, programs can he designed to try literally
every possible code combination.

Parents and students alike are becoming more conscious of their rights:
notification, access, challenge, prompt correction, erasure, redress, and
control. With these rights, neither students nor parents will accept future
information systems that du not show serious concern for personal privacy
and have adequate safeguards against intrusion into personal and sensitive
data (Hussain 1978). In 1974, Milton Wessel provided minimum standards
for., v data bank of magnitude (Wessel 1974, p. 45). These standards apply
to pr c.,..nt data banks, in general, and have particular implication for tenure,
recontracting, merit, and promotion files. Minimum standards are:,

public notice of the existence, extent, and nature of data banks
clear assignment of responsibility for administration and security to

designated identified persons
right of access in appropriate circumstances
correction and deletion of outdated or inaccurate materials
assurances of security to avoid error and misuse
maintenance of ad:quate records of entry, access, use, and deletion.

A second area of concern is the theft of the computers themselves. With
the advantages of miniaturization has come the disadvantage of being
highly portable and thus easy to steal. Because many internal parts are often
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dated, but not serialized, tracing or recovery is virtually impossible. Better
locks, bolted-down equipment, and security checks are becoming neces-
sary, which further increase cost's.

A third issue is that of securing software and information against theft.
The debate over what legal protection may be afforded began in the mid-
'60s and is nowhere near ending. Daily, the size and uses of data banks
continue to increase. The central issues revolve around whether computer

_programs and software can be copyrighted, patented, or protected in some
way. December 1980, Congress amended the United States Copyright
Law to permit computer programs to be copyrighted ("Copyright Law
Amended" 1981, p. 1). But, with a million new programs a year, the U.S.
Patent Office often is not able to decide whether a particular program is
unique enough to be patented. Thus, how a computer program is defined or
characterized becomes important to researchers, authors, attorneys, admin,
istrative offices, legislatures, and courts.

The point is, however, we do not know what a computer program is
(Gemignani 1981). We do not know whether it is a paper listing,a punched
tape, an algorithm or process, a fixed pattern of switches and circuits, a set of
electromagnetic patterns, or all of the above. And, just as there are many
ways to define a computer program, what a program accomplishes can
often be written in many ways and in many computer languages. Even two
programs written in the same language and using similar algorithms can
look entirely different. Determining what constitutes copying or stealing
software or a program is difficult.

Computers also are being used to create new and exciting forms of
music, art, and poetry. Should these computer-produced creations be
accorded the same rights and protections as those produced by humans?
Dictionaries, encyclopedias, reports, and literary works can all be stored in a
computer's memory bank, and any part can be scanned, rewritten, dupli-
cated, or transmitted electronically. Ownership effectively becomes a mat-
ter of access. Publishing and distribution becomes a matter of satellite
communications and computer typesetting (Ryland 1979).

Whether computer art and music are, in fact, the creation of a byproduct
of the artist's program is the underlying issue. The courts eventually will
have to decide the relationship between patentable programs and the copy -
right status of what they produce. Until then, the opportunities for infringe-
ment and copying continue to increase, and we must work to increase public
awareness that computer-produced art, music, and literature should enjoy
the same protection as any other form of artistic endeavor (Wessel 1974).

Networks
Over flit! past years, the National Science Foundation has supported the
development of about 30 regional networks among colleges and universi-
ties. Many states have developed statewide networks, of which the Minne-
sota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC) is a typical and successful
example (Rawitsch 1981, p. 453). Generally, networks provide those institu-
tions with minimal computing facilities the opportunity to use larger and
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more powerful sy stems (Educom, August 1980). They also serve ,he consult-
ing and software needs of faculty and staff. Presently, though, a growing
number of schools are increasing their reliance on their own campus-basted
networks. In fact, according to some authorities, the past experiments in
broader networking and resource sharing, although working, have had
limited or no impact either from a financial or educational viewpoint (Gil-
lespie 1981, p. 8).

Recent efforts that use national data bases and advanced specialized
software may finally begin to achieve the objective of networking. Nation-
ally based networking efforts, such as CONDUIT, (Computers at Oregon
State, North Carolina Educational Computer Consortium, Dartmouth U ni-
versity, University of Iowa, and University of Texas at Austin), EDUNET
(Educational Network), OCLC (Online Computer Library Center), and
t .hers, ha% e made network participation much more feasible and available
than in past years. Ty pical of these is the EDUNET network (Educom,
August 1980). As a membership organization of colleges, uni% ersities, and
other nonprofit organizations, EDUNET provides its members with access
to more than a dozen computers on campuses other than those of the
participating institution. EDUNET does not own or operate a computer, but
arranges for the supply of computer resources and services. Often, foreign
and domestic users share the same resources.

It is likely that these network applications will continue to proliferate
(Hiltz and Turuff 1978). The following sampling of applications represents
only a fraction of potential network opportunities and clearly shows the
impact computer liter acy and networking are ha% ing un one another and un
hi).7her education in general:

Social scientists in HaWali, Oregon, and France participated in a sem-
inar using a teleconferencing system in New Jersey.

Two schools of library science and education in North Carolina are
using WISE at Wisconsin to train students in bibliographic search and
retrieval techniques.. ..

Administrators at more than 80 colleges and universities continue to
use EFPM [Educum Financial Planning Model], a financial planning and
modeling system at CornelL

Law school faculty on two different campuses rely on EDUNET to
develop louilly an expanding set of CAI programs at the University of
Minnesota. Classes at more than 20 law schools are using these same
programs in tort law, civil procedure, and other topics. ...

A small college in Delaware, offering a computer science curriculum
for the first lime, is using EDUNET exclusively until its own computer is

An environniental research team at Cornell is using the MPSX-MIP
[Mathematical Programming System eXtended-Mixed Integer Program-
ming] package at Rice to solve a large mixed integer programming
problem involving water quality management. ...

An educator in Appalachia used programs at Minnesota to train his
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students in diagnosing adult illiteracy problems.
A political science professor involved her students at the University

of Delaware in METRO-APEX, the urban simulation game at Cornell
To introduce CAI concepts in a computer literacy workshop for faculty,

a small Ohio college used programs at Minnesota and Notre Dame (Edu-
corn, fa111980, p. 8).

When administrators, faculty, and students become computer literate,
they usually demand more services such as those described above.
Moreover, as the cost of research and doctoral programs increases, it makes
economic sense to share not only data, software, and equipment, but faculty
resources as well (Chronicle of Higher Education 1980a, p. 2). This is particu-
larly true in such areas as computer science, medicine, and engineering.
Through a network, faculty and students are able to cooperate on research
projects and collaborate with an increased number of other students or
researchers. At the same time, the costs for such an arrangement should be
no more than that estimated for separate programs on each campus
cr-operating in the network. a

In 1974, as networks were appearing as an alternative to the computing
deficiencies of many campuses, some problems and conclusions were de-
scribed by Martin Greenberger that still apply today and that have particu-
lar application for those campuses developing their own local networks
(1974, pp. 22-23):

The major problems to be overcome in applying networks to research and
education are political organizational and economic in nature rather
than technological. . .. Networking does not in and of itself offer a solution
to current deficiences. What it does offer is a promising vehicle with
which to bring about important changes in user practices, institutional
procedures, and government policy that can lead to effective solutions.

The major goal in using a network strategy still is to meet the needs of the
users rather than to contrive new uses for new technologies. file need for
good, comprehensible documentation and user assistance remains a high
priority, regardless of how advanced or accessible the equipment is. Sim-
ilarly, the issues surrounding data bases, particularly those of national size
and import, remain as the access and the use of computers become more
extensive.'

National Data Bases
The establishment and use of national computer data banks pose a number
of problems and issues. Generally, research depends on sharing new infor-
mation. But many in higher education and the federal government believe
that there is a growing danger in the concentration of information about
people and their research and the increasing possibility of access to
repositories (Wessel 1974; "Computer Privacy" 1977; Hoffman 1980).
Beginning about 10 years ago, computer security became a risk industry
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(McGowan 1981). Since then, with the number of users and faster compu-
ters continuing to increase, computer theft, in particular, has cornnued to
spread. Computer abuse falls into three categories: theft of computer time;
manipulation or destruction of information or data; and theft or unau-
thorized use of data, information, or programs. "Especially hair-raising is the
fact that computer abuse can take place from thousands of miles away;
there may be nothing to stop someone at a terminal in Paris from stealing
information or money from a data bank in Phoenix" (McGowan 1981, p. 1).

Although colleges, universities, businesses, and governments __nay want
to use arid control data banks, it is ultimately up to the public to decide how
much freedom it is willing to give up to achieve the benefits provided
through the use of data banks. As may be seen in practice, control of the data
bases masks the more crucial issue of the threat to personal freedom
implied by the 1, ery existence of the data bank (Wessel 1974, p. 37). As noted
in an earlier section, students at all educational levels are discovering way s
to change grades, records, or research data by invading data bases. Tamper-
ing of this sort is occurring nationwide and can be expected to increase.
Similarly, access to classified research, medical information, biological and
drug research, and financial records also occurs. When networks and data
banks are international in content and access, in fact, satellite and telecom-
munication systems only make access easier and more anonymous, thus
increasing the probability of theft. On an international scale, each faculty
meniber, administrator, and student who pursues the structure and
mechanics of data bases must be aware of the pote.itial danger of their
knowledge and assume the personal responsibility for it. The need fot an
appreciation of the societal impact of computers glows with the level of
computer literacy and use.

The Federal Role In Computer Literacy
The continued productia ity , world leadership, and national security of the
United States ha. e been irre% ersibly linked to computer technology and its
many uses. Similarly, other of the world's economies also are becoming
based on the production and distribution of information. Yet there are
presently no national goals or policies regarding computer literacy in the
general population. Technology is developing so rapidly that naltel state
nor federal agencies are able to keep up with either support or oversight.
Thy areas of national and international networks, data banks, computer-
media communications, and instruction as a home-based concept ha% e nut
been addressed on a national level.

The federal government also hak its own internal problems.

Computers in the federal inventory are out of date, with only two percent
of the large and medium-scale computers 145 mg 1975 or later technology
.... Agencies have not recognized the costs and problems of continuing
to use outmoded equipment. ... The current murky acquisition cycle,
tt ;itch Ls long, complicatedand frustrating, has contributed to the obsoles-
cence of Federal computers (Comptroller General 1980).
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State agencies and institutions hate encountered similar replacement and
updating problems. Although financial resources are a part of the problem,
e, ficf-nt and effective management of present computer resouces is clearly
at the neart of the situation.

National security problems often turn tip on campus in connection with
government-supported research. Although most problems of the past have
been effectively resolved, debate continues over the government restric-
tions on computer-code research. Access to government and military data
banks and the transmittal of classified information increasingly rely on the
use of computer codes, ideally unbreakable. The problem actually revokes
around whether a given computer code is considered to be secret or nonse-
cret. Additionally, the National Security Administration (NSA) becomes
involved at this point since it is responsible for secret military and diplomatic
codes. To help solve the problem, the American Council on Education (ACE)
formed the Public Cryptography Study Group, which recently recom-
mended a system of voluntary censorship (Magarrell 1981c, p. 10). This
recommendation is in opposition to the NSA's position that a law was
needed to block the publication of cryptographic research that may be
considered a threat to national security. The ACE's system asks thatcry pto-
graphic research papers be submitted NSA for review before being
submitted for publication. What congressional legislatit e committees will
do with such proposals remains to be seen. In the meantime, research
professors are participating in NSA-supported grants for nonsecret crypto-
graphy research.

Many authors believe that progress in the federal policy area will not be
possible until the government agencies that support, affect, or regulate
computer research and education work together to des clop consistent
pc licies, decisions, and actions. To maintain world leadership in computer
technology, the United States must make a national effort to coordinate the
production and processing of information, educational computing, and
computer applications. Es idently, there vc ill continue to be policy research
by state governments, education agencies, and professional associations.
As with similar situations in our nation's past, there are those in higher
education who ach ocate that support should come from practically
et vry ft, herestart-up monies from state.and federal funds, further support
from the prit ate sector, and leadership from professional orgarnzations,
foundations, and certain unit et sities. Howe% er, given the present funding
and support posture of the federal gut ernment and the curreut state of the
economy, fiscal support is falling increasingly to the states, with the educa-
tional leadership coming from competing institutions. The t exulting need is
for ways in which state and national policy can work together more ef fec-
tit ely to pros ide better coordination, leadership, and suppoi at du, national
and state levels (Panel on Computing and Higher Education 1981).
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Summary and Conclusions

With all that has been resc: and written, clearly no one yet knows the
intellectual or cultural impact of computers. If computers, microcomputers
in particular, are comparable to the Model T Ford, then neither higher
education, got ernment, tior business really knows what the 1990s holds for
us. A lett conclusions are near certainties, howet er. As society becomes
more of an information society, effectit e participation trill require compu-
ter literacy. Although computer literacy IS t jetted by many to be as impor-
tant as reading or writing literacy, as yet there is not enough evidence to
indicate that this %till IN: true for the general population. However, it will be
most true for the products and consumers of higher education, namely,
students.

Computers are not a panacea, but they have been shown to be one of the
most responsit e and potentially powerful tools that our society has ever
(Jet eloped. Perhaps no other tool or machine in history needs to he under-
stood more, particularly by those of us int olved in higher education. The
more deeply higher education mot es into computer usage and det clop-
ment, the more often arise questions of ethics, costs, and duplicating human
accomplishments. Society's relationship to computers is mirrored in higher
education's growing dependency on them. As many authorities hate noted,
tt hen computers reflect, approximate, and surpass the minds of the scholars
using them, fundamental problems of nett proportions are raised. Whatet er
computer users need in terms of size, speed, quality, and let el of sophistica-
tion is being planned and det eloped. The 1980S and 1990s repreSent a
specti um of choices for indit idual users and institutions alike Indit iduals
tt ho are computer literate and institutions that ha. e made a commitment to
computer literacy and computer science education %t ill remain in the fore-
front of progress in the 1980s and beyond (Aiken 1980).

T'Ause institutions that hate not yet entered the computer age, except in
some token way, already may hat e been left fai behind. Fur them, computer
literacy implies a.crisis of existence (Zini. 1978, p. 87). Elementary, middle,
and high schools dationt, :de are accomplishing more with computer educa-
tion than many state and small colleges. With such experience, students will
find little reason to continue their education at a less than technologically
modern institution, and their parents %t ill agree. As the computer literacy
mot ement burgeons in pi e-college education, institutions of higher educa-
tion hate no choice but to accommodate the nett t, Tents and am Litions of
then students. Computer literacy is entering higher ducat ion in an et olu-
tionary sense as a part of the student's background. Although many authors
and articles allude to a "computer ret olution,' the situation is one of contin-
uing ek olution (see, for example, Carl Hammer's remarks in Johnson 1981, p.
8). Thousands of entering students hate used computers th:oughout their
educational careers, and college is not the time for them to sop.

The use of computers in education amounts to thinking about educa-
tionits processes, outcomes, and support (Barstow 1979, p. 1 lo). To dwell
on the technical aspects of computers misses the intellectual potential that is
inherent in computer-based instruction. is clear that computer att areness
is not yet being required of all college graduates. Moreot,e,, for students
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desii-ing and needing computer literacy and fluency, there is a national need
for a comprehensive curriculum that spans the elementary through college
levels. Even though computer science is still evolving, definite curricular
patterns, languages, social effects, applications, and skills have become
evident. The merger of cable television, videodiscs, home computers, and
campus-originated instruction and simulation barely has begun to develop.
The potential for chatige in curricular development and instruction is
enormous.

As microcomputers continue to decrease computer costs and increase
portability, new off-campus delivery systems should emerge, providing dif-
ferent kinds of curricular and instructional opportunities. Computer assisted
instruction may survive, principally because of microcomputers. Overall,
however, CAI will remain an enhancement of regular instruction. With
much of computer literacy being accomplished before college, many higher
education insiituticifis are not expected to make major investments in com-
puter literacy or CAI. For them, computer literacy may well be relegated to
the status of a basic skill and remedial programs established as needed, as
Hamblen, has noted (1978, p. 3). Much of the impact of computer usage and
literacy should appear later through the forum of adult and continuing
education.

As long as state boards, trustees; faculty, and administrators disregard
the potential of computers, their institutions will slip farther behind their
counterparts in industry, education, and government. Similarly,as the "pub-
lish or perish" syndrome continues to combine with the attraction of non-
academic employment, even those schools with a head start on computer
education and computer literacy will be affected by staffing and develop-
ment problems. Innovation and flexibility are needed in the policies that -
govern hiring, development, promotion, and support of faculty and staff
members.

Nationally and internationally, industry and business will continue to
move ahead of higher education in the use and dev elopment of computers
and in computer literacy. Although a few companies are forming coopera-
tive ventures with higher education, they primarily are for research and
development, not for the advancement of computer education (Leepson
1981, p 120). Thus, if educational applications and instructional research
are to be developed more rapidly and on a national basis, institutional
policies will have to be developed that allow for the support of instructional
research and development that is comparable to the support given pure
research. Since university computing tends to consist of self-interested
entrepreneurial centers with little incentive to cooperate or give up any of
their autonomy, national cooperation w'll not develop much further than It
has already without some impetus. Evidently, the federal government is not
vet committed to supporting computer education at any educational level.
The task of intervention and motivation falls increasingly to national com-
missions,.1)ither education associations, and professional groups. These
groups must formulate national goals, support legislative development, and
encourage national and interinstitutional cooperation.
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phone for a complete list of Research Reports and other AAHE publications.

1981 Research ReportsAAHE members, S4 each, nonmembers, $5.50
each; plus 15% postage /handling.

I. Minority Access to Higher Education
Jean L. Preer

2. Institutional Advancement Strategies in Hard Times
Michael D. Richards and Gerald R. Sherraii

3. Functienal Literacy in the College Setting
Richc.rd C Richardson Jr., Kathryn J. Martens, and Elizabeth C Fisk

4. Indicies of QualitN in the Undergraduate Experience
George D. Kith

5. Marketing in Higher Education
Stanley M. Grabowski

6. Computer I. it racy in Higher Education
Francis E. Masai

7. Financial Analysis for Academic Units
Donald L. Wailers

8 Assessing the Impact of Faculty Collective Bargaining
J. Victor Baldridge, Frank R. Kemerer, and As.sockues

9. Strategic Planning, Management, and Decision Making
Robert G. Cope

10 Organizational Communication in Higher Education
Robert D. Graf:, and Philip J. Salem

1980 Research ReportsAAHE members, $3 each, nonmembers, $4 each,
plus 15% posiage/handling.

L Federal Influence on Higher Education Curricula
William V. Mayville

2 Program Evaluation
Charles E. Fea.sley

3. Liberal Education in Transition
Cliflon F. Conrad and Jean C Wver
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4. Adult Development: Implications for Higher Education
Rita Preszler Weathersby and Jill Mattuck Tarule

5. A Question of Quality: The Higher Education Ratings Game
Judith K. Lawrence and Kenneth C. Green

6. Accreditation: History, Process, and Problems
Fred F. Harcleroad

'7. Politics of Higher Education
Edward R. Hines and Leif S. Hartmark

8. Student Retention Strategies
Oscar T.lenning, Ken Sauer, and Philip E Beal

9. The Financing of Public Higher Education: Low Tuition, Student Aid,
and the Federal Government
Jacob Stampen

10; University Reform: An International Review
Philip G. Altbach

1979 Research ReportsAAHE members, $3 each; nonm,mbers, $4 each;
plus 15% postage/handling.

1. Women in Academe: Steps to Greater Equality
Judith Gappa and Barbara Uehling

2. Old Expectations, New Realities: The Academic Pi ofession Revisited
Carol Herrnstadt Shulman

3. Budgeting in'Higher Education
J. Kent Caruthers and Melvin Orwig ."--i;

4. The Three "R's" of the Eighties: Reduction, Retrenchment, and
Reallocation
Kenneth P. Mortimer and Michael L. Tiervey

5. Occupational Programs in Four-Year Colleges: Trends and Issues
Dale F. Campbell and Andrew F. Korim

6. Evaluation and Development of Administrators
Robert C. Nordvall ',..

7. Academic Advising: Getting Us Through t e Eighties
Thomas J. Crites

8 Professional Evaluation in the Eighties: Challenges and Response
Glenn F. Nyre and Kathryn C. Reilly

_ 9. Adult Baccalaureate Programs
Marilou Denbo Eldred and Catherine Marienau

10 Survival Through Interdependence. Assessing the Costs and Benefits
of Interinstitutional Cooperation
Lewis D. Patterson
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